Top Seal - High Speed Vertical Strapping System Designed for Strapping Non-Ferrous, Cardboard, Solid Waste and other Material with Less Memory

Featuring

**Dynaric’s Exclusive Quick Change Strapping Head**

- Simplified maintenance
- By removing 2 security shafts the head can be swapped out in minutes
- Less than 80 lbs
- Perform maintenance offline without the worry of production loss

Certified Minority Owned Company

Phone: (800) 526-0827 | E-mail: order@dynaric.com | Web: www.dynaric.com
Yes More Wire Tying!

There are many reasons why a plastic strapper might be preferable to wire tying.

- **Safety.** No danger from snapping or cut wires with sharp metal edges.
- **Processing.** Our plastic straps are non-metallic, therefore eliminating the need to be removed from certain baled materials for many applications.
- **Durability.** Plastic strapping will not rust.
- **Flexibility.** Our strapper can handle a variety of banding materials of different sizes, gauges, and thickness.
- **Serviceability.** To significantly reduce downtime the strapping unit is designed to be easily removable for maintenance and quick repair.

**Innovative Design, Custom Built**

The MHBT is a custom built strapping machine designed to strap large compressed bales. The unique top mount strapping unit allows for consistent operation, lowering the chance of failure due to debris. The MHBT is built around our exclusive quick change strapping head. With our modular machine design the strapping head can rotate 90 degrees to perform quick maintenance or be completely removed and replaced within minutes practically eliminating machine downtime.

The MHBT is built strong. By using high quality parts and heavy duty hardware the strapping machine will perform in even the toughest environments.

When your application requires special configuration, you need to look at the flexibility of the MHBT. Dynaric's ability to adapt and customize according to your specifications will lower your overall cost of manufacturing. At your facility Dynaric trained technicians will assemble your machine and make any necessary adjustments. In addition our techs will provide complete mechanical and electrical training.

**Dynaric Advantage**

- Strapping designed for your application. Dynaric only uses high quality virgin resin in our strap. This means better performance and reliability from your equipment
- Providing our customers with 24 hour technical support
- Offers an intensive, complete training program at our Virginia Beach, Va. plant
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